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Lester J. Cappon and the Relationship of History, Archives, and Scholarship in the
Golden Age of Archival Theory. Archival Classics Series. Edited, and with an Intro-
duction by Richard J. Cox. Chicago: Society of American Archivists, 2004. $45.00.
$35.00 to SAA Members. 234 pp. Soft cover.

This reviewer is only two generations removed from Lester J. Cappon, and so it

seems a little strange to write a review of his work as a writer of "classic" archival
literature. As an American historian, I knew and met the late Professor Cappon, and
subsequently, as an archivist, I witnessed his presence at one or two SAA meetings
during the mid- to late 1970s. He was the quintessential historian-archivist, who began
speculating about appraisal and collecting as well as the definition of a record in the

1930s. Further, Cappon was one of the foremost proponents of archival concepts and
of knowledge based on historical scholarship during the so-called "Golden Age" of
archival theory; he argued that the archives domain was the province of historians. Of
course, over time, Cappon's perspective about archivists and their craft has given way to
an archivist-technocrat mindset and to increasing professionalization within American
society and the university. What would Cappon say about today's digital-dominated
world, and where would he find archivist-historians like himself in 2005?

Originally published between 1952 and 1982, the twelve essays of Lester J. Cappon
collected for this edition are organized into four sections: (1) Archival Theory, (2) Ar-
chival Collecting, (3) Archivists and Historians, and (4) Archivists and Documenting
Editors. The dozen essays cover the wide range of Cappon's primary interests, par-
ticularly his understanding of record values, relationships among and between related
professions, and the proper track to educate individuals as archivists and editors. Cap-
pon's four essays in the Archival Theory section, as a group, are the most important. His
1966 seminal essay, "A Rationale for Historical Editing: Past and Present," in section
four, is also of consequence because, as Richard J. Cox quotes him, Cappon saw only
historians as able to transmit "authentic and accurate texts of all extant documents
within a rational frame of reference, with due respect for archival principles" and
"... in making these texts more intelligible" (p. 23). For pure enjoyment, archivists will
want to reexamine Cappon's 1978 piece, "Why Presidential Libraries?" Here, too, he
concerned himself with the "maintenance of archival principles, impartial professional
services, and the promotion of scholarship" (p. 101). While Cappon's essays may have
been frequently read by students in the National Archives and Records Administration's
Modern Archives Institute and its Institute for the Editing of Historical Documents, his
work in 2005 is unfortunately not on the radar of most present-day archival educators
and practitioners nor on that of librarians.

In reissuing and making available Cappon's writings, SANs Board of Publications
aims to increase their use by archival educators and practitioners. American historians
and public historians are also potential readers of Cappon's collected essays. Included
in this volume is a useful and erudite introductory essay by Richard J. Cox. He provides
an excellent framework for these archival history essays, and he neatly summarizes
Cappon the man, as well as his primary interests. Although Cox is clearly charmed by
his subject, to relieve some of his own emotional conflicts over professional identity,
Cox carries on a point-by-point debate with Cappon over the latter's views on the
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nature and purpose of archives and its relationship to history. Reading this dialogue
alone is worth the price of the book. Cox's essay is not only a significant contribution
to American archival history but also provides an account of the role of this historian-
archivist at mid-twentieth century. Indeed, his essay is a companion piece to the recent
article by Rand Jimerson on Margaret Cross Norton.1

The strength of this SAA imprint is in having Cappon's essays collected in one
volume, with an introduction by Cox. A minor quibble: the nearly 14,000-word intro-
duction should have been more tightly written. To Cox's credit, his edition on Cappon
indirectly asks us to go beyond Cappon and Norton and to consider the contributions
made by other important pioneers in the profession. Fortunately for the archival com-
munity, in the SAA publications pipeline is a volume on Waldo G. Leland, another
archival pioneer and SAAs second president. The collected writings of Cappon are a
worthy addition to the bookshelves of archivists and historians, especially those who
strive to gain a better understanding of the nature of professional identity during the
middle decades of the twentieth century.

Roland M. Baumann
Archivist and Adjunct Professor of History

Oberlin College
Part-time Faculty, School of Library and Information Science

Kent State University

NOTES
1. Rand Jimerson, "Margaret Cross Norton Reconsidered," Archival Issues 26 (2001): 41-62.
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Archives and Justice. A South African Perspective. By Verne Harris, with a foreward
by Terry Cook. Chicago: Society of American Archivists, 2007. $56.00. $40.00 to SAA
Members. 476 pp. Index. Soft cover.

Like James W. Loewen's Lies My History Teacher ToldMe, Verne Harris's Archives

and Justice is a collection of essays, speeches, and newspaper articles on what is not
taught in archival programs. In this collection, deftly put together by Harris and culled
from his personal experiences, the author puts forth an archives for the future, one where
the archivist is not a neutral objective party, as Western archival theory has taught us to
be, but one in which archivists play a political and active role in the creation of social
memory. For Harris and others like him, namely Terry Cook, who wrote the foreward
to the book, archivists have a central responsibility to justice and society.

In Cook's foreward, he notes that Harris has brought a South African consciousness
to English-speaking archival literature on a worldwide basis. Indeed, the book focuses
on his experiences, both past and present, in South African archives, but this is by no
means merely a case study. When Harris discusses the problems facing South African
archives these same issues could easily be applied to any archive in the world.

Harris is an expert in South African archives, having served in the State Archives
Service of South Africa between 1985 and 2001, where he eventually rose to the post of
deputy director in 1993. Now, Harris is director of the South African History Archive,
an independent archive that documents the struggles of the apartheid era as well as the
search for justice postapartheid. Harris has published widely in the fields of archives,
music, and fiction. For 10 years, he was editor of the South African Archives Journal,
and he coedited the publication Refiguring the Archive (Springer Publishing Company,
2002), a response to the challenges of archivists put forth by Jacques Derrida. He is
also the author of Exploring Archives: An Introduction to Archival Ideas andPractices
in South Africa (National Archives of South Africa, 2000).

Harris's latest work continues the author's affection for Derrida as it applies to
archival theory. In it, Harris posits his theories regarding the work of archivists and
their responsibility for justice. The central tenet of the book is posed in two questions:
"How do we make our work a work of Justice? and How do we practice a hospitality
of otherness?" (p. 77). Melding personal experience with the postmodernism of Der-
rida and the lyrics of Bob Dylan, the reader can feel his passion and energy virtually
emanating from the page, creating a work that is both intellectual and exceptionally
engaging.

The book contains five different sections, each one playing off the one before it.
First, Harris tackles the discourses of Derrida, clearly a major influence on this author,
before moving onto a series of narratives about postmodernism and archives. The last
three sections of Archives and Justice deal with the specifics of South Africa, both
during the apartheid regime and the Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC) of
the postapartheid era. Each section includes a series of chapters, or essays, that detail
Harris's theory on the modern archive as a political entity, one that is not, as traditional
archivists have consistently put forth, built on neutrality and impartiality.

In the first section, Harris dissects the theories Derrida puts forth in his work Ar-
chive Fever. While somewhat lethargic at times, Harris does try to make the dense
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philosophies of Derrida appealing to the reader by positioning them against his own
personal experiences, as well as song lyrics and poetry. The focus of this section is on
the notion of social memory and the role archivists play in the creation of it. Archivists
participate in the process of record making through appraisal, the decisions archivists
are faced with when determining which records should be salvaged and which will be
bound for the dumpster. For Harris we are moving out of a custodial era of archival
practice and into an era where archivists are ',purveyors of concepts" (p. 19) and social
memory. What is most startling and refreshing to any archivist willing to conceive
of the archive of the future is Harris's interpretation of traditional Western archival
thinking as "bullshit."

In the second and most exciting section, Harris puts postmodernism to work in the
form of an appraisal theory for the future. Here, he builds on his personal experiences
in South African archives to create a universal approach to the problems facing modern
archivists, namely, that of the constant struggle between remembering, forgetting, and
difference between narratives.

In the third section, Harris delves into the particular problems of South African ar-
chives, specifically in the institutions where he has worked, including the TRC, which
sought to investigate the human rights violations of the apartheid era. Harris was the
liaison between the national archives and the TRC, as well as the investigator into
the destruction of records under the former apartheid regime. Here, he discusses the
political role, however nauseating to archivists, that archives play in the creation and
destruction of the collective memory of a country. He notes, "Archivists are political
players bound to the society in which they live" (p. 248), meaning that the standards
that apply to archives are not value free, since archives must function within society
as a whole.

The TRC was key in enabling an understanding of South Africa's past. But the TRC
was not only about the past. As Harris noted, it was also about coming to terms with
said past to move toward a transition to democracy (p. 292). For Harris and South
Africa, the past and future are inextricably linked. The fourth section of Harris's work
discusses the past, including the secrets not only of the apartheid regime but also of theTRC. What is most informative and courageous on the part of Harris is that he does not
back away from the questions many archivists have posed regarding the work of the
TRC, and he notes that a forum should be provided for debates about the organization
and what records they allow the public to access.

Harris concludes his book with a series of newspaper articles written in The Natal
Witness between 2002 and 2004. In these articles, Harris discusses the "actualities"of the current state of archives in South Africa, future scenarios for archivists, the
custody and preservation of archival records, and even an article on the pillaging of
Iraqi history. Although these works are short in nature, they are nevertheless equally
as compelling as Harris's more intellectual essays.

Archives and Justice is an illuminating professional autobiography of a sort, because
it relies so heavily on Harris's personal experiences and passions. Since the work does
not simply focus on South Africa but also conceives of new theories of appraisal and
archival practice, it is recommended reading for archivists just entering the profession
as well as traditional archivists who are flummoxed regarding the future of archives. For
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Harris, archives are not only about papers, diskettes, and photographs; they are about
memory, community, humanity, and heritage. Archives should be places for societal
intervention rather than custodial passivity. This neutrality is merely an illusion that
must be shattered in order to create a new path to the archives of the future.

Suzan Alteri
Archivist

Walter P. Reuther Library
Wayne State University
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The Field Guide to Sponsored Films. By Rick Prelinger. San Francisco: National Film
Preservation Foundation, 2006. $8.00 for shipping or free download of PDF file. 152
pp. Indexes. Soft cover.

When many of us think of motion pictures or moving images, even in the vintage
sense, our media-driven, preconditioned psyches gravitate to what we know best:
fictional theatrical feature films. Significant as those are to understanding our culture,
we tend to overlook other vital facets of American cinematic activity. Especially note-
worthy are the industrial and institutional films made or commissioned by corporations,
trade associations, state and local government units, advocacy groups, and charitable
organizations to explain their programs, highlight products, and promote causes. It
is estimated that over 300,000 of such films were made during the course of the past
century-more than any other single type of film-yet the genre is still largely absent
from the professional literature.

Broadly categorized as "sponsored films," these unique remnants of our celluloid
past have finally gotten some of the attention they deserve in the latest publication from
the National Film Preservation Foundation (NFPF), The Field Guide to Sponsored
Films. This annotated filmography of 452 films, spanning in date from 1897 to 1980
and notable for their historical, cultural, or artistic interest, provides a concise, cogent,
and even entertaining introduction to this relatively unexplored film genre.

At the heart of the sponsored film is the moving image's power to record, orient, and
persuade-a truism evident even in the earliest days of the fledgling motion picture
industry. Ephemeral by nature, these films lived out their short lives, often viewed only
by specific, or otherwise limited audiences, and then were consigned to obscurity, mere
outdated curiosities tucked away and never again used. Yet sponsored films survive
in great numbers. Moreover, their perceived value as cultural artifacts has increased
astronomically in the last few decades, since they teach us as much about the eras that
produced them as the diverse topics they represent.

How can we account for this newfound interest in sponsored films? In a scenario
that mimics the connection between the broadcast of the TV miniseries Roots to the
subsequent explosion of genealogical activity, we might tie it to the release of filmmakers
Jayne Loader, Kevin Rafferty, and Pierce Rafferty's brilliant 1982 documentary The
Atomic Cafe, made completely from vintage commercial and government footage. Or,
we could look at the formation and expansion of programs in material culture studies
on America's college campuses. Maybe it was fueled by institutions-ones that had
sponsored films-as they approached key anniversaries and desired to explore and
exploit their own histories. Possibly it was the explosion of cable television, which
opened new markets to film producers looking for inexpensive and readily available
documentary fodder. Perhaps it was increased attention to the resources themselves
(the films) on behalf of the repositories that housed them. Likely, it's been all of these,
and more. In any case, the planets have sufficiently aligned to shine a spotlight on the
sponsored film, and, in this writer's view, it is about time.

The Field Guide to SponsoredFilms is the creation of self-avowed "media archeolo-
gist" Rick Prelinger, Prelinger is uniquely qualified for this undertaking. In his career as
a filmmaker, teacher, writer, and film preservation activist, he has amassed a personal
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collection of more than 60,000 advertising, educational, industrial, and amateur films.
He worked to make nearly two thousand of them available on-line through the Internet
Archive (www.archive.org), and he mined their considerable content for several film
compilation projects, including Call It Home: The House That Private Enterprise
Built (The Voyager Company, 1992), Ephemeral Films, 1931-1960 (Voyager, 1994),
the 12-volume Our Secret Century series (The Voyager Company, 1995-1997), and
Panorama Ephemera (Prelinger Archives, 2004). The films are now housed at the
Library of Congress as the Prelinger Collection. For The Field Guide to Sponsored
Films, Prelinger assembled a team of film archivists, collectors, and scholars to provide
guidance on methodology, selection, and content. But it was Rick Prelinger's vision
and dogged dedication that made it a reality.

The Field Guide begins with a succinct but informative history of the sponsored
film. Prelinger deftly puts the genre in cultural and economic perspective. This alone
is worth the price of admission and is a must-read for any archivist who manages (or
is just interested in) moving images.1 The introduction goes on to explain how titles
were found and the methodology behind the selection of entries. The discovery process
relied on painstaking explorations of published and unpublished sources and reposi-
tory lists. But the greatest challenge to the Field Guide's compilers must have been
how to narrow down innumerable titles to a manageable sampling. Prelinger and his
team worked out a matrix of diverse criteria designed to present the broadest possible
representation, keeping overall potential interest and usefulness in mind. The results
sought to achieve a regional and topical balance, a variety of sponsoring organizations
and filmmakers, and a particular emphasis on examples of corporate or institutional
rhetoric and cinematic skill. Prelinger admits that the end result "is a snapshot rather
than a canon," but adds that he hopes it "will evolve as more about the film type be-
comes known" (p. xi). We hope so, too.

After the introduction, the Field Guide goes on to list the entries alphabetically. In
the tradition of the field guides of naturalists (thus the work's title and layout), the list
"describes examples discovered by patient observation and points out their identifying
characteristics" (p. vi). Each entry includes data on the physical aspects and produc-
tion of the film, a synopsis of content and purpose, any noteworthy extant information
on the film's distribution and reception, and (where available) repository information
and links to works viewable on-line. Rounding out the Field Guide are appendixes
providing cited sources and a listing of the entries by date, and indexes of subjects,
places, and corporate and personal names.

The value of the Field Guide to today's archivist is particularly noteworthy. Un-
like their Hollywood cousins, sponsored films are what we are likely to find in our
own collections-and according to several recent surveys, they are indeed present
(sometimes in significant numbers) in the holdings of historical societies, museums,
public libraries, college and university archives, corporate archives, and the like. It is a
truism in our profession that what was mainstream yesterday is today's fodder for the
archives and tomorrow's valued resource; had sponsored films not been so ephemeral
in nature and the media on which they were recorded not now obsolete, they might not
have found their ways into the safety of our repositories. But there they rest, and it is
in our best interests to understand the nature and value of the genre. The Field Guide
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goes a long way to make this happen, and therefore to help us to know what we have,
what to collect, and what to save.

The Field Guide to Sponsored Films is the latest in a growing number of unique
and valuable resources produced by the National Film Preservation Foundation. The
NFPF also published the SAA award-winning The Film Preservation Guide: The
Basics for Archives, Libraries, and Museums (2004), and created three landmark
DVD compilations of preserved American films. The Field Guide to Sponsored Films
is available in hard copy or as a PDF download from the NFPF's Web site, www
.filmpreservation.org.

Paul Eisloeffel
Curator of Visual and Audio Collections

Nebraska State Historical Society

NOTES
1. Another excellent resource on the topic is Anthony Slide's Before Video: A History of the Non-

Theatrical Film (New York: Greenwood Press, 1992), which is cited in the Field Guide.
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Understanding Archives and Manuscripts. Second edition. Archival Fundamentals
Series II. By James M. O'Toole and Richard J. Cox. Chicago: Society of American
Archivists, 2006. $49.00. $35.00 to SAA Members. 237 pp. Soft cover.

This updated volume of the SAA Fundamentals Series is intended to provide the
reader with an overview of archival functions, identify critical areas of study, speak to
challenges faced by the profession, and anticipate those to come. The authors accom-
plish this by presenting a concise history of archives and the methods for saving and
organizing information, as well as the knowledge, values, responsibilities, and duties
unique to the archival profession. The new fifth chapter in this second edition details
current challenges and predicts those that may well occur in the future.

"Archivists must know everything about the records created in business, and those we
create as a society." Beginning with these words, O'Toole and Cox urge the profession
to understand the diversity of potential uses for the records they collect by looking at
the big picture. They advise archivists to be proactive and begin visible partnerships
between disciplines and within the profession so that society as a whole may understand
which records are important and why.

The authors suggest that to begin such collaborations a common language must be
used, and archivists must recognize the vital importance that planning plays in the
success of a repository's mission. Professionals must be cognizant of the larger orga-
nization in which they work so that they can better communicate with members whose
skills are essential to the archivist but whose mission may not be the same. Finally,
each repository must be very specific about the scope of the documents it collects.
Using this input, archivists are able to adjust mission statements, priorities, and other
planning tools as a repository's focus evolves.

Collaboration is not new to the archival field. The National Union Catalog of Manu-
script Collections (NUCMC) was compiled in the 1950s using standardized information
collected from all types of repositories. For the first time ever, this type of data was
made available for the entire profession as well as the individual researcher. In order
to fully understand their repositories to ultimately understand how and why their
collections are used-readers of O'Toole and Cox are urged-to look at collections from
the researcher's point of view and consider this input. While researchers are encour-
aged to expect enhanced access to collections via Web-site publication, archivists must
balance the cost of providing this level of access with other fiscal priorities.

The authors suggest that the challenges the profession faces are many. New legislation
such as the Patriot Act and the Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOA) of 2002 limit the profes-
sional's ability to collect material at all. The Patriot Act works to effectively build a
secure wall around government records, while SOA advocates minimal documentation
in order to avoid potential litigation.

Further trials are described in the new chapter, entitled "Archivists and the Challenges
of New Worlds." While giving archivists high marks for their awareness of budgetary
concerns and the issues of professional status, the authors note that some challenges are
caused by technological discoveries. Postmodernism, the theory that archival records
change with regard to interpretation, must be considered one of these, as should the
development of the Internet. Technological advances have permanently accelerated
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the sense of time within which our society operates. Furthermore, due to the speed
at which new information is produced, archivists must be able to collect data as it is
created, not later when it reaches another stage in the records life cycle.

What was originally a bibliographical note in the first edition becomes a bibliographic
essay in the second. Described as a general overview of the archival literature, the essay
has been greatly expanded to include recent literature reflecting current thought and
practice, as well as classic works that provide an enduring body of knowledge about
the profession. O'Toole and Cox have included some pieces that are clearly contro-
versial, or exceptional, for their provocative nature. The overview, not intended to be
comprehensive, is divided into three categories, spans 46 pages, and provides a much
more detailed resource than the original five-page version.

Understandably, "Record-Making Technology" is the largest category in the biblio-
graphic essay. The authors feel it is especially important to study sound recordings,
photography, and moving images. Included are recent articles that attempt to explain
how technology has influenced the way records are created and kept-specifically, the
effect technology has had on our society, the perceptions of early Americans in regard
to records, and our ability to study government functions and how records are kept at
that level. Indeed, studies of the last one hundred years of the American office provide
a clear understanding of the relationship between the technology and the records that
are created as a result of it.

In the section "Recording, Keeping and Using Information," professional shortcom-
ings are detailed, such as the need to clarify to other professions how significant a role
the archivist plays in the electronic arena. The nature and characteristics of the current
information dilemma are debated. Archivists are further advised that the meaning of
the new digital format must be explored before digital documents can be placed in
their true historic context.

Urging the profession as a whole to become more proactive is not a new idea. O'Toole
and Cox note that the excitement of archives must be shared with current and potential
users, and that they must educate those who have no understanding of the profession.
Corporate wrongdoing exposed via national media coverage, such as through the Enron
and Arthur Miller debacles, are instances of archivists getting the word out. When
professionals speak out in this way, the message they send demands that records be
administered correctly, or the result could be devastating.

The authors also identify the devotion of more time to the planning function as crucial.
In order to keep pace with change, O'Toole and Cox provide tangible solutions that can
be carried out in repositories with any level of funding. They urge archivists to focus
more than ever on the integrity, authenticity, and reliability of records.

Finally, they task the profession with viewing archives as more than "symbolic re-
positories that help in the construction of public memory." Archival holdings, in their
opinion, are immediately valuable to all disciplines for scholarly research. The authors
state, "the sheer diversity of potential researchers demands that archivists be clear about
the messages they send, and the resources they make available to society." In my opin-
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ion, the authors have achieved the result they desired: a contemporary overview of the
profession that considers the future of information and its comprehensive effects.

Brecque Keith
University Archivist

Walter P. Reuther Library
Wayne State University
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Providing Reference Services for Archives & Manuscripts. Archival Fundamentals
Series II. By Mary Jo Pugh. Chicago: Society of American Archivists, 2005. $49.00.
$35.00 to SAA Members. 368 pp. Appendixes. Soft cover.

Over the past three years the Society of American Archivists has released a seven-
volume series of newly revised texts covering the core areas of archival science.
Archival Fundamentals Series II represents an effort on the part of the best and
brightest minds in the field to produce foundational guides to modern archival theory
and practice. It supersedes the earlier series published in the 1990s and signifies the
archival community's response to the dramatic changes that have occurred in the field
over the course of the last decade, particularly the breakneck evolution of technology
and the continued professionalization of the discipline.

Mary Jo Pugh's Providing Reference Servicesfor Archives & Manuscripts constitutes
one volume in this seminal series. Pugh, a fellow of the Society of American Archivists
and a long-time practicing archivist who has served in several esteemed repositories,
possesses both impressive professional credentials and extensive practical experience.
Throughout the book she speaks with the wisdom and authority of someone who has
served on the front lines of reference service and who thoroughly understands both
the challenges and rewards of this type of work. Pugh describes reference as a "joy"
(p. 30) and her observations and recommendations clearly flow from a sincere love of
the job and a desire to pass along her passion for reference service to others in the field.
The pleasure she takes in performing archival reference is apparent on every page. In
the chapter entitled "Providing Information from Archives: Copies and Loans," she
describes copyright as "wonderfully complicated" (p. 228), an unexpectedly upbeat
description of an area of our profession so fraught with complexities that many of us
cringe at the mention of the topic. Her genuine enthusiasm will undoubtedly infuse
those encountering this book in an entry-level archives class with a sense of excitement
about the prospect of delving into archival reference work.

Pugh casts a wide net in her approach to the subject and goes far beyond simply
instructing readers how to answer patron inquiries. Apart from the expected chap-
ters on reference services in archives and the reference process, she tackles a host of
tangential topics, including the arrangement and description of collections, laws that
govern access to archival materials, and ethics. She is a strong advocate of the notion
that archives must be user-centric, and she demonstrates repeatedly how decisions made
at every point in the life cycle of a record will ultimately impact the way it is utilized
by patrons. She also hammers home the point that archives must continually prove
their worth to their parent institutions and to their constituents by providing access to
needed information. In an era characterized by tight budgets and a perception that the
Internet is making traditional repositories irrelevant, her emphasis on outreach and
the necessity of demonstrating the value of historic materials to those who fund and
support archives is exceedingly important.

The work includes a number of embellishments that increase its value as an infor-
mational resource. The text is peppered with helpful diagrams and photographs that
visually reinforce Pugh's written points. She also includes sample copies of commonly
used forms, such as a basic patron registration form and a standard call slip. This will
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prove to be enormously helpful to newly minted archivists who are in the position
of managing a repository for the first time. Moreover, she includes a lengthy notes
section and an extensive bibliographic essay surveying the professional literature
on topics covered in the book. Archivists seeking to expand their knowledge of the
subject matter beyond what is addressed in Pugh's monograph will find this superb
resource to be a gold mine of information. Fully one-fourth of the book is devoted to
this supplementary material.

While the stated audience of the series is all archivists, "general practitioners and
specialists alike" (p. xi), this particular work is fairly elementary, and seasoned archi-
vists will find that Pugh covers much familiar territory. For example, she opens with
a discussion of what records are and why repositories keep them in perpetuity. This
discourse is best suited to those preparing to enter the profession; practicing archivists,
presumably, already possess an understanding of this critical theoretical underpinning
of the profession. In a similar vein, her discussion of the particular motives and infor-
mational needs of genealogists, amateur historians, and hobbyists-all of which are
examined under the heading "avocational users" seems rather belabored for those
of us who already serve the public and have continual contact with these groups. The
usefulness of the text to those with professional archival training will be primarily as
a reference resource and as a springboard for further research.

Apart from this minor criticism, the book is in its totality, an exceptional resource
that is well written and comprehensive in scope. Since its release in 2005 it has become,
as intended, the standard guide to archival reference. Itis a notable and necessary ad-
dition to the professional literature.

Heather Block Lawton
Special Collections Librarian

Minneapolis Public Library/Minneapolis Athenaeum
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Planning New and Remodeled Archival Facilities. By Thomas P. Wilsted. Chicago:
Society of American Archivists, 2007. $49.00. $35.00 to SAA Members. 204 pp. Ap-
pendixes, bibliography, index, and illustrations. Soft cover.

Wilsted begins the first chapter of this excellent how-to book with a well-researched
review of archival facilities, ancient to modern. A number of high-quality books about
planning archival facilities, both in English and foreign languages, are discussed. The
chapter continues with a list of factors for future buildings that planners need to take
into consideration: the increasing demand for electronic information; the similar needs
and plans of archives, museums, and libraries; the need for flexible storage and multi-
purpose facilities; and the endeavor to construct the highest quality building possible
within their budget constraints. A list of additional reading is provided at the close of
the chapter, as well as endnotes and illustrations pertinent to the discussion.

All successive chapters of the book are based on this successful layout. Each chapter
is well written and easy to understand, with relevant illustrations, including photographs
of current facilities, construction work, building schematics, architectural renderings,
and drawings. Building and design phases and schedules are organized logically in
graphs or with bullets. Specialists and equipment are described and defined. Specifica-
tions for quality archival storage environments are given. Computations for estimating
future storage needs and various options for shelving capacity and configuration are
provided-all helpful information for planning a new building. Case studies are also
presented to supply a practical outlook for any theoretical discussion.

The book consists of eleven chapters, followed by four appendixes, a bibliography,
and an index. The chapters cover the wide range of issues and processes involved in
creating a new building with a state-of-the-art storage facility or renovating an exist-
ing building, including analyzing the site and structure; working with architects and
contractors; designing environmental, fire, and security controls; purchasing equip-
ment; and making the move. Wilsted also discusses adjusting to and caring for the
building after you move into it. Several chapters are especially helpful: Chapter four
provides advice on what to expect from and how to deal with architects and construc-
tion workers throughout the design and construction processes. Chapter eight, on
building renovation for archival use, discusses in-depth the pros and cons of renovat-
ing existing space and construction issues in existing buildings, specifically historic
buildings, and offers several case studies as well as a number of exciting before and
after photographs. Chapter eleven, on managing facilities on a daily basis, discusses
the adjustments staff may have to make when they move into a new facility, changes
in routine, locations, and so on. Preventative maintenance and archival housekeeping
schedules are also provided.

The four appendixes to the book are invaluable to planning a new facility or renova-
tion. One appendix is a list of new and remodeled archival facilities completed since
1990. The list includes the type of archives, location, type of construction, size of
building, construction cost, completion date, and contact information. This is great
information for anyone who needs to talk to someone who has just survived the event
you are about to endure. Additional appendixes include a glossary of building and
construction terms and acronyms; archival and library moving specialists; and building
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equipment suppliers and services. The last may not be as helpful since the builder will
likely use his or her regular suppliers. The six-page bibliography is comprehensive,
and the index provides both "see" and "see also" terms so you can easily locate topics
in the book.

The chapter dearest to my heart is chapter ten, on moving collections, furnishings,
and offices-the Clarke Historical Library did this in 1998. We moved into a smaller,
temporary space (a gym) for two and a half years. I was, quite literally, in charge
of moving everything. The year it took to prepare for the move into the temporary
space and the several months following the move were the most demanding, detail-
oriented, and exhausting of my life. Later, I planned the move into the new building.
The latter move was much easier than the first, because we left old shelving and most
of our furniture behind and moved into a larger space. The information in chapter ten
is completely accurate. Whoever ends up as the "move manager" should memorize
Wilsted's advice. The only thing he forgot to mention was that at the end of the move,
the "move manager" will want a hot bath, a massage, and solitude for at least a week.
I note that my institution is not included in the appendix of new buildings. An unfor-
tunate oversight, I'm sure.

The book will also be very helpful to anyone who must convince a board or super-
visor of the need for a new building, determine whether to update an old building or
build a new one, or establish the best archival storage for the available space. It is of
great help to those in charge of moving archives as well. I highly recommend the book
to anyone in these situations. It will help both archivists and interested nonarchivists
survive their building and moving experiences.

The author, Thomas Wilsted, has the credentials to write this book. Currently, he is
the director of the Thomas J. Dodd Research Center at the University of Connecticut.
He has taught SAA workshops on new and remodeled archival facilities. He is the
coauthor of Managing Archival and Manuscript Repositories, published by SAA in
1992, which won the Waldo Leland Gifford Prize and the MARC Arlene Custer Award.
Previously, Wilsted served as the associate director of the American Heritage Center
at the University of Wyoming, the director of the Salvation Army Archives, and as the
manuscripts librarian at the National Library of New Zealand. His high standard of
research is quite evident in this excellent book, which, I believe, will remain a standard
in our profession for years to come.

Marian Matyn
Archivist and Assistant Professor

Clarke Historical Library
Central Michigan University
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